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Programme 2014-2015

The sustainable building contest for architecture students

“Increasing urban density:
The city on the city, building upwards”
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1. Introduction
The Archizinc Campus competition is a sustainable building competition organised by VMZINC for students
in European architecture schools.
With the Archizinc Campus trophy we aim to emphasize the architectural relevance of combining titanium
zinc with wood. For this reason, CEI-Bois, the European Confederation of woodworking industries, is
partnering with VMZINC.

Projects submitted must incorporate the principles of sustainable development by analysing the urban &
environmental context and users’ needs.
Projects proposing pertinent/innovative use of VMZINC solutions, particularly with regard to sustainable
building, will be highly appreciated.

This document presents the programme of the third edition of the Archizinc Campus
competition.
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2. Programme
Theme The theme of the programme of the 3rd edition of the Archizinc Campus competition is:
« Increasing urban density: The city on the city, building upwards »

Issues Many issues associated with this theme can be broken down according to the following question:

to reduce urban sprawl, how can we increase housing density while preserving existing buildings,
encouraging architectural, social and programme diversity and building sustainably?

Objectives The objectives are as follows:

- Increase the height of an existing building to house one or more families.
- Use a light wooden structure.
- Favour the use of zinc for the envelope.
- Eco-design with a view to environmental excellence.

Challenges and In this context, the main challenges and expectations are:
- Quality of architecture in the specific context of urban integration.
expectations

- Concrete and measurable elements demonstrating the sustainability of the project.

Le concours construction durable
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2. Programme
Site The site is not pre-defined.
description

In the town of their choice (with a population of more than 100,000 people), candidates will look for
an existing building or group of buildings that can be raised in height to realistically accommodate
one or more housing unit(s).
This building, or group of buildings, must have sufficient structural qualities to accommodate a roof
extension (prior checking of supporting walls and frameworks).
The current purpose of the building, or group of buildings, is not pre-defined, other than that it must have
the structural qualities described above.
Accurate full-scale measurements of usable surfaces must be taken on site by the candidates in order to
give a comprehensive presentation of the existing surface areas prior to extension.
Direct enquiries will be conducted locally to ascertain urban planning regulations and regulatory
constraints applicable to the construction area (materials and colours, maximum heights, fire protection,
access, shapes of volumes added and slope of roofs...). These regulations and constraints must be taken
into account when designing the project.
The extension must be built on the structural elements of the existing buildings that are capable of
supporting it.

Programme The objective is to use the available roof surfaces to design the plans for one or more single family
apartments with genuine focus on urban densification.
This surface may be divided over 1 or 2 levels.
Different volumes may be proposed but they must be interconnected by vertical or horizontal covered
passageways.
The connection with the existing building (in terms of access such as elevator and/or stairs) must be
explicit and specifically formalised in the plans.
Patios may be proposed with no restriction on surface areas in or around the volumes of the apartment(s).
Structure:
 ooden elements should be used for the frame, load-bearing elements and wind bracing of the
W
construction.
 owever, these wooden structural elements can be very varied and can range from solid wood to
H
glulam or structural insulated components.

e p o u r é c o l e s d ' a r c h i t e c t u re
Cladding material:

For the external cladding of the volumes created, priority should be given to:
- Zinc (all forms and VMZINC applications)
- Wood (using the various textures and aspects)

S pecific components used for collecting energy may be mounted on or integrated into the various
cladding described above (e.g. thermal or photovoltaic solar collectors...) or in the apartment volumes
(e.g. heat exchangers…..).
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2. Programme
Environmental
programme In response to the environmental issues involved in reducing urban sprawl, increased
urban densifity by définition incorporates an environmental objective - on condition
that the proposed urban densifity is the result of an eco-design approach preserving
the existing building, encouraging diversity and sustainably respecting the exterior
environment, comfort and health of users.

As was the case in the previous editions of the competition, a coherent
environmental strategy in keeping with the context of the proposed project must be
developed and argued by each team.
The team must also present its environmental strategy, justify it in terms of the
context and address the main themes of sustainable building:
• Ecology
Improvement of biodiversity/strategy to reduce heat islands/urban agriculture/
waterproofing…
• Energy and maintenance
Bioclimatic architecture/consideration of energy production/airtightness/
consideration of passive and positive energy buildings…
• Water management
Rainwater collection/waste water treatment…
• Materials
Consideration of the choice of materials/use of local materials/minimizing grey
energy/pollution…
• Comfort of occupants
Strategy to optimize natural light/minimize overheating in summer…
• Transport and societal issues
Evaluate the potential of eco-mobility for the selected site/ascertain advantages and
constraints of the selected site/consideration of social diversity/create a social area
that promotes social diversity…
These themes should guide the architectural design and will be evaluated via the
deliverables described in paragraph 3 of this document.
To facilitate reflection on the environmental performances of the project, team will
be provider with an Excel eco-design tool will be provided to teams
(downloadable on our competition website www.campus-archizinc.com). Using
simple characteristic data from the project, this tool evaluates the environmental
performances of the project using the following indicators:
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Compactness
Opening surfaces
Level of insulation
Level of thermal loss
Solar gains in summer
Solar gains in winter
Grey energy of the materials

The objective of this tool is to help the teams to eco-design their project. To do this,
the teams are strongly encouraged to make several iterations when inputting data in
order to compare results. Teams are also asked to rank indicators in light of the
context of their project and to give reasons for their ranking.
The ranking and eco-design strategy will be taken into account when evaluating
submissions as will the result of the indicators.
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3. Deliverables
On order to acces students and enironmental performance of their projet
students should provide 2 types of deliverables are expected from
teams: graphic and written material.
Graphic AO sheets (3 maximum):
•
Site plan
material
•
Block plan (1/500)
•
Floor plan(s) (1/100 or 1/50)
•
Facade elevations (1/100 or 1/50)
•
General section (1/100 or 1/50)
•
Envelope section 1/20th
•
Diagram showing the composition of the partition walls
•
A graphic document demonstrating the construction principle (free form)
•	A graphic document demonstrating how the project inserts into its
environment before and after the building work (atmospheric rendering/
photomontage)
•
As many images as are necessary for an overall appreciation of the project

Material for the A brief presentation of the project including the following paragraphs:
•
Site plan identifying the advantages and constraints of the site
environmental
•
Analysis of the environment and reasons for choosing the site
section
•
Ranking of issues according to the site context
•	Description of how each sustainable building theme was dealt with (Cf.
previous paragraph)
•
Bioclimatic section illustrating heat strategy
•
Bioclimatic section illustrating cold strategy
•
Bioclimatic section illustrating natural light strategy
•
Plan depicting the composition of the wall structures
•	The completed Excel eco-design tool for assessing the environmental
performances of the project (described in paragraph 2: “Environmental
programme” of this document and on our competition
website: wwwcampusarchizinc.com)

o u r é c o l e s d ' a r c h i t e c t u re

Written Synthesis notebook:
•
A horizontal A3 (420x297mm) notebook (10 pages max)
material
•
•

Presentating sheets of graphic material in reduced format (1/page)
Presenting the architectural selected building approach
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4. Schedule
The 3rd edition of the Archizinc Campus competition is open to all architecture
students enrolled for the 2014/2015 school year.
Below is the schedule for the competition:

1 s t session

2 n d session

Registration starts

1 st September 2014

1 st January 2015

Deadline for submitting
project files

28 February 2015

30 June 2015

Deliberation

September 2015

September 2015

Awards ceremony

October 2015

October 2015

5. The jury
Chaired by environmentally committed architect, Françoise-Hélène JOURDA, the
jury is made up of architects and teachers and will reflect the international nature of
the competition.

6. Prizes
VMZINC provides an overall amount of 5,000 € in prize money, leaving it up to jury
members to divide this sum fairly among the winning teams (if several winners are
designated).

Le concours construction durable po
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7. Annexes
Different examples of roof extension
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site: www.campus-archizinc.com
email: Campus.Archizinc@eu.umicore.com

